SAKIORI

In a world filled with technology overload, Sakiori speaks to the human desire for tactility by combining the soft look of textiles and carpet with the durability of resilient hard surfaces for hospitality. Now more than ever, humans want to use their hands once again to touch, feel, create and make, all while reconnecting with the earth. Three enhanced resilient tile patterns include a traditional weave, a multi-width cord-like weave, and a vertical striated weave, referencing the craft of hand stitching and weaving that pays homage to the makers of yesterday and today.

A coordinating neutral color palette allows for mixing and matching Sakiori styles to create unique installations for hospitality spaces across 18" x 36", 9.84" x 39.37" and 9.25" x 59.25" planks. Sakiori combines visual texture and physical attributes to create innovative hard surface flooring with a soft textile aesthetic and the cleanability of resilient tile.

HD Expo 2019 attendees are invited to imagine with Durkan in space 3821, where Sakiori will be highlighted as part of its latest showcase of flooring solutions for hospitality interiors.

About Durkan

From the hotel lobby and corridors to guest rooms and ballrooms, casinos and areas of assisted living facilities, Durkan is world-renowned as an industry leader in innovative design solutions and high-style, high-performance hospitality flooring solutions. Durkan’s products are offered in a wide range of exclusive innovative pattern and texture technologies, including Definity™, an advanced generation precision sculpturing technology that produces the highest definition of texture, pattern and color available in hospitality carpet; and Synthesis™, which provides a three-dimensional layering effect using a custom base and Precision Dye Injected (PDI) surface that enables unprecedented image quality. Durkan is the hospitality brand of Mohawk Group, a leading commercial flooring manufacturer and a pioneer in the design of sustainable flooring.